l Bulk Gifting
Simplifying Bulk Gifting for Retailers

Make it easy and profitable for gift buyers to purchase and distribute bulk quantities at scale

A law firm was looking to order 20 jackets from a leading
retailer’s website for employee gifts for a virtual corporate
event. They didn’t want to repackage and reship these
jackets. They wanted a simple solution that managed and
simplified logistics including allowing each staff member
to choose the size and color preference and input their
preferred address so that the jackets shipped directly to a
place of their choosing. Unfortunately, the shopper found
online bulk gifting to be an enormous challenge.
Many e-tailers don’t consider the challenges of handling
large quantity orders. This can result in a potentially
cumbersome process for the gifter, who may have to
repeat the purchase process for each item over and over
or abandon the merchant’s site in search of another
e-tailer whose website is designed to handle bulk orders.
Capitalizing on an Untapped Market
Creative corporate gifting at scale.

Corporate and bulk gifting represents an untapped
market for many retailers. Providing merchandise for
business events, employee incentives and sales
promotions is a $125B market. Yet e-tailers that aren’t set
up to handle bulk or corporate gifting can miss out on
this untapped market.
Forward thinking merchants are realizing the importance
of this market and are deploying strategies to capitalize
on it. There are several options available for retailers to
manage bulk and corporate gifting on their e-commerce
site.
Bulk Shopping

For customers interested in buying large quantities of
merchandise, options can vary in terms of automation and
complexity:
• Displaying a button or navigation option that takes a
prospective customer to a page where customers can
place an order or complete a form, call a phone
number or submit an email to get customer service.
• Identify people who are ordering larger quantities and
handle them differently at check out by explaining
that, based on their cart, they qualify for a bulk
discount and process the purchase accordingly.

Three key challenges
Solving these makes it easier for the gifter

There are three key challenges with this approach:
• For the gifter, gathering size and color choices for
each recipient can be a logistical nightmare. And,
with many working remotely, knowing the preferred
shipping addresses can be daunting.
• The retailer may provide a discount on the order,
which is a great incentive, but that initial savings to
the customer may be lost on the logistics of
repackaging and shipping that now needs to be
handled by the customer.
• Some merchants may only support bulk gifting of a
single item. But what if the gifter wants 10 men’s
jackets and 10 women’s jackets? This may be
counted as two separate purchases and may not
meet the merchant’s bulk purchase requirements.
Bulk Gifting with GiftNow

GiftNow can address these limitations associated with
online bulk gifting. GiftNow provides the flexibility and
simplicity to help meet the bulk gifter’s needs.
Increased Gift Selection

GiftNow lets the gifter create a collection of gifts. They
can choose up to 10 items from the retailer, including
the option to donate the value of the gift to a charity.
For example, if the gifter wants to create a wellness
collection they could choose items like a jogging
outfit, running shoes, or yoga mats. The recipient can
then select the gift that’s the best for them.
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l Bulk Gifting
Simplicity - for the Gifter and Recipient

What if the gifter doesn’t know the recipient’s size or
color preference or doesn’t want to deal with
shipping? GiftNow solves these challenges. With
GiftNow, the recipient can modify or exchange their
gift before it ships from the retailer. Maybe they love
the jacket in the collection but want it in red instead of
blue. Maybe they’re a medium instead of a large. They
simply modify the gift and problem solved.
And, the recipient chooses where they want the item
shipped. Maybe they’re not currently working from
their office and would prefer the item is shipped to
their home. Problem solved.
GiftNow is also “contactless” as neither the gifter or
the recipient needs to go to a store to select, purchase
or pick up a gift. And, because the gift is always what
the recipient wants, there’s no need to deal with the
hassles of returns, for the recipient or the retailer.
Personalization

GiftNow provides the ability for the gifter to convey a
personal message with your gift. A written greeting,
photo or video sent with the digital gift delivery can
help enable that one-to-one connection with the
recipient. In the case of the law firm, the managing
partner could record a video thanking everyone in the
office for their hard work.
The Right Choice

Bulk gifting with GiftNow is an excellent option for
merchants to offer their customers to focus on the
gifts and not the logistics.. Learn more at
corpgifting@giftnow.com.

GiftNow Bulk Gifting provides the ability
to give gifts instantly and at scale.

Curate Your Gift Selection
Our GiftNow Concierge team helps
you select the gifts from the retailer.

Surprise!

The gift is delivered digitally to each
recipient via email or text message.

Accept or exchange
They open your gift online, pick the item
they want, customize the size and color. No
need for returns or exchanges.

Gift arrives
Your gift ships directly to the
address they provide. No hassles
dealing with shipping logistics.

corpgifting@giftnow.com
www.giftnow.com
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